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‘Dusk to Dusk’unravels dialogue on campus
Hope Hancock
Nicole Metzler
Eduors-in-Chief

The art exhibit “Dusk to
Dusk: Unsettled, Unraveled,
Unreal” in the De Free Gallery
has caused a stir on the Hope
College campus. The unsettling
nature of this exhibit, curated
by Richard Rinehart of Bucknell
University and directed at Hope
by Professor Heidi Kraus, has
led to some viewers leaving the
gallery feeling disturbed and un
able to process the works of art
they viewed, which has led to
discussions of censorship of the
exhibit.
Featuring works from notable
artists like Salvador Dali, the ex
hibit is meant to “turn a mirror
to our collective world” by "ex
amining individual isolation, po
litical aggression and collective
ennui during the decline of the
industrial age,” according to the
art department webpage.
Discussions began last week
about censoring the exhibit,
in particular one piece called
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K I S S I N G T O T E M S — Student exami n e s controversial photograph by Almagul Menllbayeva.
‘Kissing T o t e m s ’ Is Menllbayeva’s first solo exhibition on display in the United States.
"Kissing Totems” by Almagul
Menlibayeva. The piece, a pho
tograph, features two women,
standing naked in an abandoned
warehouse, kissing with cloths
wrapped around their heads,
which alludes to “Les Amants
(The Lovers)" painted by Rene

Magritte in 1928.
According to Dean of the
Arts and Humanities and Act
ing Chair of the Art Department
Patrice Rankine, no one from
Hope has suggested that any of
the works be removed.
“There has been no consid

eration of closing the exhibition
or removing any of its contents.
President Knapp and his ad
ministration stand firm on this
and remain committed to the
statement on academic freedom
contained in the Hope College
Faculty Handbook,” Jennifer

Fellinger, vice president of Pub
licAffairs & Marketing at Hope,
said.
Dialogue across campus
"Art, of course, can be chal
lenging, and it can make us feel
unsettled and uneasy,” Fellinger
said. Because of these challeng
es, Fellinger, in conjunction with
Dean Rankine, is developing a
way for the Hope community
to begin dialogue about “Dusk
to Dusk.” “Captured Conversa
tions" is an audio series of pro
fessors’opinions on the exhibit,
analyzing it from philosophical,
human and disciplinary per
spectives.
“Whe n
confronted with
themes of isolation and repres
sion, of perceived hopelessness
in a post-industrial age, how do
we, as members of a Christian
community, respond? Do we
respond by denying that hope
lessness and isolation exist? Or
do we rise to the challenge by
responding through the lens
of our faith, rooted in the Goss e e GALLERY, p a g e 10

Even
Year
wins
118th
annual
Pull
After hours of epic struggle the Class of 2 0 1 8 claims 55ft and 4 inches of rope
Erica Sarvis

have hoped for, so knowing my
team had gone above and beyond
that, I could not have been more
The Even Year and Odd Year proud," Cutshall said.
teams met at Black River for the
Billy Yancey (18), an Even
118th Pull on Saturday, Sept. Year puller, shared CutshalTs
26th. The pits were crowded excitement for their win by
with students, family and stating, “It felt amazing! It was
friends cheering for their Pull such a mix of reliefand joy at the
teams. Even Year came out same time. Itwas indescribable,
victorious, having conquered completely indescribable," he
55 feet and four inches of rope. said.
This event, though lastingthe full
Although they suffered a loss
three hours, seemed shorter to this year, the Odd Year team
some.
knows they can stilltake pride in
“That was three hours? I all the hard work they put forth
thought it was two!” Exclaimed these past few weeks.
Even Year moraler Carolyn Ellis
“By the end of The Pull, I had
(’18), having trained with her a rush of emotions,” said Erin
team to show such endurance.
Freiburger (19), an Odd Year
Pull representative Hannah moraler. “Although Ifeltthe pain
Cutshall (’16), known to Even of losing with my team, I also
YearasM a m a H, describedherjoy had a sense of accomplishment
after hearing the announcement for what we gave on the line. W e
declaring their win. “It was fought until our bodies couldn't
honestly some of the best words give anymore. W e were down
I’d ever heard in my entire life. I to only 17 pullers with several
justfeltvery honored to be a part injuries and kept going. That
of the team and coaching staffin is because our team loves each
that moment. Even during my other unconditionally and is
own two pulls as a moraler, they willing to suffer through agony
were both close in distance. 50 for one another. I will never
feet was more than we could forget the sacrifices my team
G uest W riter
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INTO THE RIVER — The victorious ’1 8 Pull T e a m celebrates In the Black River while a disap
pointed ’1 9 F r e s h m e n Pull T e a m looks on from the other side. S e e pag e 7 for m o r e photos.
made and the love my team
showed during those three
hours,” said Freiburger.
Both teams, though working
hard mentally and physically,
remained lively throughout the

event. They chanted cheers such
as “W e love you Anchor, oh yes
we do! W e love you Anchor and
we’ll be true. When you’re not
with us, we’re blue. So blue! Oh,
Anchor we love you!”________

One
particularly
overly
enthusiastic puller on the Odd
Year team, Zach Worcheck (T9),
cried out, “I'd die for you!” to
show his commitment and love
for his team.
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YouTube sensation

The Pull

Harriers wreak havoc

“The Art Assignment” creator
visited H o p e last week.

S e e highlights and hear from alumni.

H o p e ’s cross country teams performed at a high
caliber at Saturday’s jamboree.
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T his W eek at H ope
Wednesday

Sept. 3 0

French Study Abroad Round
Table
Students will be able to discuss and
find out m o r e information on the
possibility of spending a semester
abroad in a French-speaking country.
The meeting starts at 4 p.m. in
Martha Miller Center for Global C o m 
munication.

H o p e ’s n e w faculty answer five questions
Part two of The
Anchor’s series
of interviewing
H o p e ’s newest
teachers
Alex Bellca

Thursday

Oct. 1

Campus Co-Editor

Vienna Information Meeting
Students are invited to c o m e learn
about the 2 0 1 6 Vienna study abroad
trip. Students will find brochures,
applications and financial aid infor
mation at the meeting. The event
starts at 1 1 a.m. and all students are
w e l c o m e to attend.

Friday

Oct. 2

Fall Break
Students, enjoy your fall break start
ing Oct. 2 after classes. Take the
time to gear up for another month
and a half of school before our next
break, on Nov. 26. This is the longest
stretch of the school year without a
break so get settled in and batten
d o w n the hatches.

In B rief

PRESIDENTS’COLLOQUIUM
Three presidents from the
College of Saint Benedict
(Minnesota),
George
Fox
University (Oregon) and Calvin
College (Michigan) will address
concepts that could affect
anyone from these colleges
going forward. President Knapp
of Hope College will be the
moderator. Students and faculty
are invited with no ticket needed.
The event starts at 3 p.m. in
Winants auditorium.

LILLY SCHOLARS
Lilly Scholars are gathering
on Oct. 1 for a meal and to look
over advanced readings in Van
Zoeren Hall room 250 (Center
for Ministry Studies Room).
Lilly Scholars are accepted based
on academic merit and whether
they show interest in graduate
programs in theology or religion
(though acceptance isn’t always
limited to this criteria). Students
are encouraged to apply if they
meet the requirements that can
be found on Hope College’s
Center for Ministry Studies
page at: hope.edu/academic/
ministrystudies.

HISTORY COLLOQUIUM
Lilly Scholars are gathering
on Oct. 1 for a meal and to look
over advanced readings AnnaLisa Cox will be presenting “The
First Tillers of the Land’: Black
Pioneers and the Movement
for Freedom and Equality
on the Antebellum American
Frontier” on Oct. 13 in the FriedHemenway Auditorium. The
event starts at 4 p.m.

P hoto C ourtesy of H ope

Six of Hope College’s new
full-time faculty share a little bit
about themselves, concluding
our two-part series interviewing
Hope’s incoming faculty.

A n d r e w Gall
Assistant Professor of Psy
chology

PR

Libbey Horton — Asslstant Professor of Education

Public Schools in Northern Vir
ginia.
What about your field impas
sions you? Teaching is more
than a career to me; it is my op
portunity to minister to others
and help them succeed. As a
Christian, I believe that every
one is made in God's image. As
an educator, I believe that every
student has potential for growth.
I am incredibly passionate about
teaching, and I am excited to
have the opportunity to teach
students at Hope as they prepare
to be teachers and make a differ
ence in the lives of the students
they will teach.
Do you have any interesting
hobbies? I enjoy spending my
free time with my husband and
two young daughters. Addition
ally, I love spending my time
outdoors or curled up with a
good book.
One thing about the Hope/
Holland area that was surpris
ing? I have thoroughly enjoyed
exploring the Holland area. I
feel as if I am on a permanent
vacation because downtown is
charming, and the lakes are so
accessible.

Current classes: Introduction
to Psychology
Past teaching experience? Yes.
I taught psychology and neu
roscience courses as a gradu
ate student at the University of
Iowa. In addition, I guest- lec
tured for classes at Michigan
State University.
What about your field impas
sions you? I am fascinated by
the complex relationship be
tween the brain and behavior.
Neuroscience is an exciting and
ever-evolving field that allows
us to ask intriguing questions
about how humans and animals
interact with the world.
Do you have any interesting
hobbies? I love to explore na
ture, walk along the beach and
ride my bike with my family.
One thing about the Hope/
Holland area that was surpris
ing? W e were surprised by the
small-town feel of Holland. W e
are moving from Mason, Michi
gan, a town with only 8,200
people, where everyone knows
everyone. Although Holland is Johanna “Jobie” Neucks
four times the size of Mason, Assistant Professor of Nursing
we can still go almost anywhere Current classes: Psychiatric
in Holland and see someone we Nursing
know. W e really appreciate the Past teaching experience? No,
small-town atmosphere of Hol I do not. I have worked as a
land, while enjoying the many nurse practitioner for the last 13
amenities offered here, especial years, so this is a career change.
ly the beach!
What about your field impas
sions you? I think the treatment
Libbey Horton
of mental illness is extremely
Assistant Professor of Educa
important and affects every
tion
one. W e all know someone who
Current classes: E D U C 287: struggles with mental health is
Classroom Management for sues. After all, it's a statistic that
Secondary Education, E D U C 50 percent of individuals will
342: Strategies and Programs: seek some sort of psychiatric
Emotional Impairment and Be treatment during their lifetime.
havior Disorders and E D U C Consequently, training better
434: Secondary Special Educa psychiatric nurses will benefit
tion Instructional Design
everyone.
Past teaching experience? Pri Do you have any interesting
or to coming to Hope, I worked hobbies? I run marathons. I'm
as a teacher for Fairfax County running the Chicago Marathon

A

FALL CRAWL
Ifyou are 21 years old or older
you still have time to sign up for
the Fall Crawl today. Swing by
Dewitt Student Center with your
I.D. and 20 dollars from 6 p.m.
to 8p.m.
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A n d r e w Gall — Assistant
Professor of Psychology

Jobie Neucks — Assistant
Professor of Nursing

P hoto C ourtesy of H ope

PR

Pauline R e m y — Assis
tant Professor of French

P hoto C ourtesy of H ope PR

Tyler S c h w e n d — Assis
tant Professor of Biology

this year in the middle of Oc courses at Adrian College, M a 
tober, and I’ve run Boston in comb Community College and
the past. I also continue to play Oakland University.
basketball in recreation leagues, What about your field impas
a sport I participated in when I sions you? I love empowering
attended Hope.
people to take control of their
One thing about the Hope/ own health and wellness and
Holland area that was surpris giving them the knowledge and
ing? I’ve been around Hope for skills to live healthier lives.
15 years, so I'm pretty familiar D o you have any interesting
with it.That being said, after be hobbies? I love reading and go
ing away for a while, the physical ing to the movies with m y wife.
growth of the campus footprint I’d have to say my most interest
ing hobby would probably be
was quite surprising to see.
running ultra-marathons. I've
run two 50k races and one 50Pauline R e m y
mile race so far. I’m training to
Assistant Professor of French
run a 100k trail race next year.
Current classes: This fall, I’m
One thing about the Hope/
teaching French 101, 311 and
Holland area that was surpris
444.
ing? H o w vibrant downtown is.
Past teaching experience? As
M y wife and I are enjoying try
a graduate student of both Ohio
ing all the different restaurants.
University and the University of
Iowa, I’ve had the privilege of
teaching at both institutions as a Robert “Tyler” S c h w e n d
teaching assistant. I also taught Assistant Professor of Biology
for one semester at Saint Mary's Current classes: Biology 355:
Biology/Em
College of Maryland as a visiting Developmental
bryology.
instructor of French.
What about your field impas Past teaching experience?
sions you? M y area of specialty This is my first faculty position.
is the cultures, literature and Prior to my appointment at
language of the Francophone Hope, I was working as a post
world, specifically the Carib doc researcher at University of
bean, where Iam from, and Sub- Illinois.
Saharan Africa. In my field, Iget What about your field impas
to re-read, re-tell and re-write sions you? I study embryonic
the forgotten histories of subal development. It is captivating
to me that we all, at one point
tern populations.
Do you have any interesting in time, were a fertilized egg.
hobbies? In m y spare time, Ien From there, we had to accom
joy travelling, reading and play plish an almost-impossible task
of constructing ourselves from
ing Scrabble.
One thing about the Hope/ scratch, using only the molecu
Holland area that was surpris lar information that was pack
ing? I was pleasantly surprised aged in that tiny egg. Since we
that such a beautiful beach could are all here, we did it, and quite
be found nestled away in the well! The brain we made for
ourselves is more complex than
Midwest.
any computer, our bones are as
strong as steel and our heart
Brian Rider
could outperform any motor
Assistant Professor of Kine
ized pump designed. I enjoy
siology
Current classes: Health Dy learning about and studying the
namics and Introduction to construction process of the e m 
bryo.
Writing in Exercise Science.
Past teaching experience? Be- D o you have any interest
fore coming to Hope, I taught ing hobbies? M y hobbies are
a moving target that center
around whatever my two young
boys are into (currently 2 1/2
and 1 year old). So, for now, my
hobbies include singing, build
ing blocks, dinosaurs, tractors
and blowing bubbles!
One thing about the Hope/
Holland area that was sur
prising? M y wife Lindsay and I
have been pleasantly surprised
P hoto C ourtesy of H ope PR
with how many family-friend
Brian Rider — Assistant
ly activities there are to do in
Professor of Kinesiology
Holland. W e are anxious to try
many of them out.

The U.S. greets Pope
Americans w e l c o m e Pope Francis after a long time away
Tim Cook
Staff W riter

Pope Francis’ arrival in the
United States was greeted with
great fanfare this week. Though
the Pontiff has already conduct
ed a number of foreign trips,
this ishis firstvisit to the United
States.
The Pope preceded his visit
with a stop over in Cuba in
which he praised some aspects
of the Cuban government while
subtly urging itto discard Marx
istideology.
Despite the Popes efforts to
focus more heavily on the devel
oping world, he declared that he
highly anticipated his visitto the
United States and commended
the important role of American
Catholics as charitable givers for
the church.
In his speech before both
houses of the U.S. Congress,
the Pope took the opportunity
to raise awareness for a number
of issues that he believes are im
portant for lawmakers and the
American public to address and
be aware of.
Among the issues that the
pope addressed were climate
change, religious extremism and
efforts to aid displaced persons
from the Middle East.
Speaker John Boehner and
Vice President.Joe Biden, both

Catholics, were visibly brought
to tears by the papal address,
and itis clear the Pope’s stances
have brought conflicting emo
tions from across the political
spectrum.
It seems that much of the
skepticism from the Pope’s ac
tions has come predominately
from Republican politicians.
One representative, Paul
Gosar, despite himself being
Catholic, boycotted the Pope's
address, citing the Pope’s deci
sion to address climate change,
which representative Gosar be
lieves should be left to scientists
to discuss.
Though the Pope’sspeech was
made in the presence of Ameri
can politicians, neither they nor
he were the guest of the subse
quent dinner in which the pope
himself served the homeless of
the Washington D.C. area.
Commenting on the Pontiff’s
actions, Msgr. John Enzler, head
of Catholic charities in the Arch
diocese of Washington, stated,
“The pope issaying with thisvis
it,you need to get involved with
the poor... You can’t just go to
church and I've done my duty”.
The Papal visit has had sev
eral major implications, not
least of which has been Speaker
of the House John Boehner’s an
nouncement of resignation.

The key Republican leader
had been planning his resigna
tion for some time, though many
observers see it as no coinci
dence that his resignation an
nouncement came shortly after
his meeting with the Pope.
After his address in Wash
ington D.C. the Pope moved on
to N e w York and then to Phila
delphia, where he addressed a
number of other issues, includ
ing sexual abuse by Catholic
priests.
This is a particularly conten
tious issue, which many believed
the previous Pope, Benedict
XVI, did not do enough to ad
dress.
Addressing the past wrongs
of members of the church is one
of the key ways that the Pope
hopes to remake the Catholic
Church’s image into one that is
better received throughout the
world.
As Pope Francis was wel
comed very warmly by Ameri
cans, his next trip’s date remains
unknown, yet considering his
positive influence, it is hoped
that itwill be soon.
In the Pope’s own words “Our
efforts must aim at restoring
hope, righting wrongs, main
taining commitments and thus
promoting the well-being of
peoples and individuals”

Freedom*
*Terms and conditions apply
Created by Emily Oliver (’16). This image
captures how Ahmed Muhammed, 14,
had to face racial profiling at his school.
His teachers called the police thinking the
clock M u h ammed built was actually a bomb.
The charges were dropped shortly after the
shockingly embarrassing incident.

Waving Boehner “bye”
The speaker Boehner announces his upco m i n g resignation
Idil Ozer
W orld N ews Co-Editor

Washington D.C. took a deep
breath on Friday morning upon
House Speaker John Boehner’s
announcement on his anticipat
ed resignation.

So, this morning, I
informed m y col
leagues I w o u l d re
sign f r o m the speak
ership a n d resign
f r o m C o ng res s at the
e n d of October.—

JUST
P hoto courtesy of flickr

B O E H N E R ’S RESIGNATION — Representative could not
hold his tears during his speech at the Republican meeting.

chances of a shutdown, since it
isclaimed that 30 House conser
vatives have told the Speaker of
John B oehner
the House that they will refuse
S peaker of T he H ouse
to vote for any spending bill that
________________ 9 9
includes money for the women’s
Itisexpected that he will turn health care organization, which
in his resignation at the end of also provides abortion services.
October.
This is not the first time that
However, the signs of relief the government has faced a
began to ripple across the tense shutdown over a health reform
political arena.
disagreement.
In 2013, the fight against the
During a C N N interview,
House Freedom Caucus m e m  Affordable Care Act funding re
ber John Fleming stated that sulted in a 16-day government
this new development makes a shutdown.
government shutdown highly
Boehner was against the
unlikely, referring to the up healthcare bill and told a Repub
coming deadline for Congress lican conference meeting that he
to approve the new budget for is “proud” that the House filed a
governmental operations, in lawsuit against the new health
cluding funding for Planned care system.
Even though Boehner left
Parenthood.
It is debatable whether this his chair teary-eyed, the Ohio
resignation will decrease the representative claimed that his

initial plan was to end his term
last year, but he was concerned
about destabilizing the House
caucus.
The timing might seem right
according to younger members
of the party. However, it choked
up many atthe House G O P Con
ference, which was assembled to
discuss legislation funding.
Boehner dismissed questions
on whether the other members
forced him out or ifitwas a per
sonal decision.
After the assembly was dis
missed, New York Representa
tive Peter King expressed his
disappointment during an in
terview. “I was extremely disap
pointed. I think we need John
Boehner as a speaker. I thought
he did an outstanding job, but
he was treated very badly by the
people in our party," King said,
acknowledging Boehner’s work.
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Saudi Arabia’s controversial seat in U N
A nation k n o w n globally for oppressing h u m a n rights is n o w the chair of the H u m a n Rights Council.
Ryan Skowronek

functionaries”) to deal with the
influx of capital punishment.
For years the House of Saud, Recently, Senator Rand Paul has
one ofthefew remaining absolute called for American citizens to
monarchies on our blue planet, boycott Saudi Arabia, noting
has financed terrorism, fostered they have “a regime that
international human trafficking, punishes women who are raped."
He has urged for a protocol
oppressed the rights of women
and religious minorities and similar to that instituted against
South Africa during apartheid
exploited migrant workers.
specifically
criticized
This
year
alone,
the and
government
has
publicly Hillary Clinton for her duplicity
beheaded over 110 individuals in advocating forwomen's rights
under the new Saudi King while accepting donations for
Salman and imprisoned the the Clinton Foundation from
blogger Raif Badawi, having Saudi Arabia, which totalled
initiated his punishment of $7.3 million from 1999 to 2014.
The foundation promotes
1,000 lashes for insulting
Islam. Saudi Arabia tortured, that the money from such
conducted a secret trial for and donors has been essential to
extracted a false confession from “improving the lives of millions
20-year-old Ali Mohammed al- of people around the globe.”
The civil liberties violations
Nimr, imprisoned since 2012
for his relation to Sheikh Nimr have been well-publicized for
al-Nimr, a political dissident and years and have been ignored
harsh critic of governmental or absolved by U.S. politicians
in the name of black gold,
corruption.
Now, the United Nations colloquially known as oil.
ISIS is another well-known
has appointed Saudi Arabia’s
ambassador Faisal bin Hassan organization fond of cruel
Trad as the chair of the U.N. punishments towards dissidents
Human Rights Council (HRC). of their autonomous rule,
The following day, Ali al-Nimr subjugating women and other
was sentenced to death by religions ruthlessly. And they
crucifixion.
may have more similarities with
The H R C bid emerged Saudi Arabia than one may feel
immediately after Saudi Arabia comfortable with.
began recruiting for eight new
Two
of
the
primary
executioners
(or “religious differences
between
Saudi
G uest W riter

Arabia and the Islamic State
are that the former is both in
possession of the world’s most
valuable natural resource and
are willing to engage in trade
with Western powers. ISIS isnot
as economically-inclined toward
the West.
Otherwise, both institute
equally
barbaric
capital
punishments
(such
as
crucifixion),
embrace
the
subjugation and sexual abuse
of women and children, and are
established upon Wahhabist
Sharia Law.
Hillel Neuer, U.N. Watch
executive director, said “It’s bad
enough that Saudi Arabia is a
member of the council, but for
the U.N. to go and name the
regime as chair of a key panel
only pours saltin the wounds for
dissidents languishing in Saudi
prisons.”
Saudi Arabia,
alongside
Israel, is the United States'
most powerful military ally in
the Middle East, allowing for
the establishment of military
bases on Saudi soil (see Anchor
Vol 129 No. 3, “9/11: A day of
remembrance for USA”) and
maintaining itsrelationship with
Bahrain, where the U.S. Navy’s
Fifth Fleet is stationed.
To quote Hillel Neur once
more, “Petro-dollars and politics
have trumped human rights."

P hoto courtesy of W ikipedia

FRIEND O R FOE — O b a m a shakes the han d of the King of
Saudi Arabia.

THERE IS NO G O D BUT G O D — T h e Saudia Arabian flag
reads, “there is no g o d but God, M u h a m m a d is the m e s s e n g e r
of God.”

Bees face increasing threats in U S A
The buzzing insect is crucial to almost one-third of h u m a n food and are dying off at apocalyptic rates
Alex Swain
Co-Editor W orld

The bee is a unique insect
in part due to its seeminglydesigned features that make
it the most efficient pollengatherer and pollinator in
the world. Found on every
continent except for Antarctica,
the bee has found a niche in any
environment that comes fullyequipped with angiosperms, or
flowering plants.
With
specialized pollen
sacs, the bee flies to various
flowers, obtaining nectar while
simultaneously
pollinating
others flowers. Indeed, it is so
efficient at this task, that the
U.S. Department of Agriculture
estimates one-third of the
human diet isbased offofinsectpollinated plants, 80 percent of
which isattributed to the bee.
It is this characteristic that
makes the bee a critical animal
for the environment at large,
and for human economies
and cultures as well. The bee
is crucial to the production
of apples, nuts, avocados,
soybeans, squash, broccoli, kiwi,
cherries, blueberries and more
(the list goes on for quite some
time). This critical relationship
between the human, bee and
flower make the small buzzing
insect so important both
ecologically and economically.
Indeed, the global economy for
plant-produced product by the

bee is estimated at $265 billion.
Globally, however, the bee
population has been declining
over the past several decades,
depreciating from 4.5 million
hives in 1980 to 2.44 million in
2005. Die-offs of 50 percent or
more of entire colonies have
been happening with increasing
frequency, and this reduction in
bee populations has scientists
alarmed.
Because of human society’s
reliance on the bee for almost
one-third of. our food, we all
should be concerned for the fate
of this humble insect.
While a number of parasites
and pathogens have been
implicated in the cataclysmic
decline of the bees, the most
potent linkbetween the bees and
their widespread dissolution are
the use of pesticides.
The disappearance of bees
is known as cplbny collapse
disorder and is observed
when a hive all but vanishes,
leaving behind a queen and
several nursing bees to care
for the remaining larva and
plenty of food. Naturally, this
is unsustainable and those left
in the post-apocalyptic hive
rapidly die.
Neonicotinoids
are
a
chemical in a number of
commercial pesticides that
are similar in structure to the
potent neuroinsecticide known
as nicotine, originally developed
as a replacement to a different

toxic insecticide known as DDT.
They function by binding to
and blocking nerve signals in
the central nervous system of
insects. At low concentrations
these compounds are able
to inhibit the flight patterns
and memory of bees, while at
high enough concentrations
the bees will be paralyzed and
subsequently die. These are
completely legal and widely
used in the United States.
Unfortunately, in America,
the government has not been
swift to respond to the decline
in bee populations, in part
due to the multibillion dollar
economy of insecticides.
To add to the slew of
compounds that are harming
bee populations, a recent
German and Argentinian study
noted that glyphosates impaired
spatial learning in bees and
impaired their abilityto navigate
back to their home, wherein
they subsequently died.
Glyphosates are the nation’s
most-used
herbicide,
and
known to most as Monsanto’s
Round Up. Worms experience
negative symptoms as well,
such as birth defects. Evidence
further links glyphosates to the
decline in Monarch butterflies
due to the destruction of the
milkweed plant used to harbor
their eggs (58 percent decline
in milkweed leading to an 81
percent decline in Monarchs
according to one study).

P hoto courtesy of W ikipedia

C O M P O U N D S LINKED TO COLONY COLLAPSE DIS
O R D E R — The formula for glyphosates, the chemical c o m 
p o u n d increasingly s h o w n to be detrimental to m o s t living or
ganisms. It is widely used in industries and general home-yard
maintenance. The banning of this c o m p o u n d is rapidly urged
by a n u m b e r of organizations a n d an increasingly robust n u m 
ber of scientific studies.

P hoto courtesy of W ikipedia

COLLECTING POLLEN A N D NECTAR - This b u m b l e b e e
is sipping the sugary nectar for sustenance while subsequent
ly storing pollen from a flower into its pollen sacs, which It
will then use to fertilize other flowers. In an a m a z i n g act of
co-evolution, the bee a n d flowering plants have co-evolved to
mutually e n h a n c e one anothers’ needs.
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Visiting YouTube curator talks art at Hope
Becky Downing
A rts Co-Editor
@ rebeccajoann2 4

On Thursday, Sept. 24, art
curator Sarah Urist Green spoke
to a packed Cook Auditorium
at the Depree Art Center. Fans
of her or her husband John
Green, YouTuber and author of
“The Fault in Our Stars,” “Papertowns” and many other young
adult best-sellers, recognized
Sarah Urist Green from her pop
ular Youtube videos, “The Art
Assignment,” which connects
viewers with a diverse group of
artists and encourages them to
make art of their own. Green
spoke to Hope College students
about her Journey to making
this popular Public Broadcast
ing Services (PBS) Digital show.
“In college, I tried to become
better at art practice, but, later
in life, I found that I was better
at talking about art than making
it, so I became a curator," Green
said. Green enjoyed a successful
career at as a curator in India
napolis. Being a curator meant

thatshe
shecould
couldinteract
interactwith
withdi
dfi-f
that
ferent artists and plan exhibits
for the museum. “I felt a lot of
freedom to experiment with the
artist and pieces Ichose because
exhibits would only last for a
couple months at a time.” H o w 
ever, Green couldn’t help but
feel burdened by the pressure
of getting others excited to view
art.
"We constantly talked about
how to engage more people in
the art world, and, because my
husband isvery popular on You
Tube, I couldn't get the Internet
out of my mind.”
Therefore, Green left the In
dianapolis Museum of Art and
collaborated with PBS Digital
to create “The Art Assignment.”
The popular YouTube channel
tries to excite others, especially
youth, about art, interview
ing different artists and having
them come up with different
“art assignments” for viewers
to try. Viewers can then share
their creations via social media,
which are sorted through and

later
laterfeatured
featuredon
onthe
theshow
show.
Green hosts the show and
also picks and collaborates with
the different artists featured.
“I do a lot throughout the cre
ation of each episode,” Green
told The Anchor. “I will usually
pick a place to visit, explore the
different artists that are there,
and then take a group with me
to film. I have to prepare ques
tions and an introduction, and I
also have to work with the artist
to decide what the assignment
will be. Sometimes the artistwill
know exactly what they want,
and other times we have to
spend time brainstorming."
Green also told Hope stu
dents that she is very serious
when itcomes to picking artists,
“Diversity iscritical,” Green said.
“Because they are actuallyshown
on camera, itis that much more
crucial that our show portrays
a range of races, genders and
geographical locations. I don't
want every artist on the show to
be from New York, although it
would make things easier.”

------
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F R O M YOUTUBE TO HO P E ’S C A M P U S

- Sarah Green

spoke to a large H o p e crowd about her experiences as an art
curator.
“The Art Assignment" has
over 100,000 subscribers on
YouTube and has featured
plethora of artistic assignments.
“I really like Jace Clayton’s ‘Quietest Place’ assignment where
viewers were challenged to take
a walk to the quietest place they
know and then take a video or
picture there”
Green doesn’t have plans to
end “The Art Assignment" any
time soon, and she even spoke

of creating a book in the future
with the different artists and as
signments featured on the show.
However, when The Anchor
asked ifshe’d take up any other
artistic jobs, such as designing
covers for her husband’s future
best-sellers, she laughed, say
ing, “John thinks Ishould design
merchandise for him, but I say
no. Luckily he’sbeen paired with
really amazing book designers,
and I’m going to trust them.”

Interview with Matthew Baker, Kathleen M c G o o k e y
Becky Downing

The Anchor:

Arts Co-Editor
@ rebeccajoann24

O n Thursday, Sept. 24, Hope
College kicked off this year's
Visiting Writers Series with
Matthew Baker (’09) who wrote
“IfYou Find This” and Kathleen
McGookey (’89) who has writ

ten “Whatever Shines,” “Octo
ber Again,” and "Stay.” Both are
H o w did Hope help fuel your
Hope alumni, and The Anchor creativity as writers?
had the privilege of sitting down
with them before their read
ing. Here’s what Baker and M c 
Gookey had to say about their
I was a French major, but I
time at Hope and their lives as feel like the English department
writers.
took me in.Ialso studied abroad
in France, and it really made me
want to be able to express my
self fully in English because I
couldn't do itin France.

McGookey:

The Anchor:

The Anchor:

H o w often do you have to
Matthew, your book “If You
scrap an idea, or how often does Find This” is a middle-school
another idea come from some reader book. Have you always
thing that didn’twork?
wanted to write for children,
and how did you choose foryour
child protagonist to be a music
and math genius?

McGookey:

I try not to know where a
poem is going to go when I sit
down. Usually, ifI think Iknow
where it’s going, it’s not very
good.
What happens more fre
quently is that I’ll usually dis
card a poem if it’s not working
because what I do is so short. I
have to just let itgo.

Baker:

Ithink itgoes back to when I
decided to be a writer in fourth
grade. At the time, I thought
adults were boring, so I always
Iespecially loved Curtis Grujust planned on writing kid’s
enler’s "History of the English
books. I knew from the begin
Language” course. That was
ning of “If You Find This” that
kind of a survey of the very be
I wanted the protagonist to be
ginning to neologisms being
incredibly intelligent. When I
coined online.
was younger, itwas hard to find
books that challenged me, so
We'd also briefly like to ask I wanted to write a book that
you questions about your indi would be intellectually stimulat
W e ’d love to ask you a little vidual publications. Kathleen, ing for kids.
bit about your writing process. you're newest book “Stay" ishot
What inspires you to write?
off the press. What is it about
and how is different than your
Our last question is for both
other books?
ofyou: What advice do you have
Honestly, everything. When
forthe aspiringwriters ofHope?
Iwas a student here, Istayed an
extra year because I wanted to
“Stay”ismainly about family.
take a bunch of random stuff. I
At
the time that I wrote many
M y biggest piece of advice is
took biology, philosophy and art
of
the
poems featured, I had to start writing every day. The
classes to learn more about the
world. I have a long list of stuff an infant, and my father had reality isthat there is no “muse."
that I want to write. Even if I been sick for a long time when There are a lot of days where I
wrote full-time now to when I m y mother was diagnosed with don’twant to write, but, ata cer
tain point, it always kicks in, so
was 80 years old, Istillwouldn’t cancer.
M y husband, my baby and I you have to take itseriously and
get through them all.
moved in with them, and so the train every day.
poems in “Stay” are a result of
taking care of both an infant at
Iget inspiration from allover the beginning of its life and my
The first thing that popped
the place, but right now I’m re parents at the end of theirs.
into
my head was, “don't give
I
t
’
s
a
sad
book,
but
my
editor
ally inspired by ArtPrize. This
up."
Also,
make sure to schedule
convinced
me
to
include
some
year, I feel incredibly inspired
time
to
write.
I agree that ifyou
more
hopeful
poems
a
t
the
end.
by a piece of art at the Frederik
wait
to
be
inspired,
you'll never
Meijer Gardens and Sculpture
write.
Make
yourself
available,
Park.
and sitdown and write.

Baker:

The Anchor:

The Anchor:

P hoto by S a m C ole

POETRY OUT LOUD — H o p e a l u m Kathleen M c G o o k 
ey (’89) read from her n e w e s t collection of p o e m s titled
“Stay.”

The Anchor:

Baker:

McGookey:

Baker:
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McGookey:

P hoto by S a m C ole

HOPE FINDS B A K E R O N C A M P U S - M a t t h e w Baker
(’09) read an excerpt from his middle-school reader b o o k
“If Y o u Find This.”

McGookey:

A l t h o u g h being a R e p is a daunting task, ’18 holds a h u g e piece
of m y heart, a n d I love each participant very m u c h . T h e y call
m e “M a m a H.,” a n d it has b e e n an ho n o r acting as their repre
sentative. Pull has c h a n g e d m y life in so m a n y ways: meeting
s o m e a m a z i n g people, learning the true m e a n i n g s o f selfless
ness, leadership a n d directing peers a n d helping m e find joy
amidst incredible a m o u n t s o f stress. H a v i n g said that, I k n o w
part of m e will al ways be with E v e n Year, a n d it scares m e to
think that I w o n ’t see m y ’18 t e a m every d a y nor will I ha ve
the chance to ever mo rale m y puller again, w h o , luckily, w a s
the other E v e n Year Re p. Pull c h a n g e d m e , and, although I will
miss it, I k n o w it will be in the great ha n d s o f the future E v e n
Ye ar coaches!
A short m e s s a g e to m y ’18 t e a m - thank y o u for letting m e
be y o u r M a m a a n d for w o r k i n g incredibly hard over the past
season! Y o u m a d e m e smile every practice, a n d I’m so h a p p y
that y o u are carrying o n the E v e n Ye ar tradition. K e e p m a k i n g
us proud!

it’s an o d d tradition, to be sure. It’s three hours
of literal blood, sweat a n d tears. Wa tc hin g
T h e Pull as an alumni for the first time w a s a surreal experience.
W h e n the call for “ha nd s o n ” the rope came, w e w e r e a m pe d.
W e w a n t e d to be ba ck o n that rope m o r e than anything. H o w 
ever our time h a d c o m e a n d gone: it w a s time for 1-9 to s h o w us
w h a t they had.

Klrstln Dlepholz

B e i n g able to w a t c h T h e Pull m a d e m e realize h o w m u c h it truly
takes. W a t c h i n g the fr eshmen hurt a n d cry a n d struggle through
the pain of both pulling a n d watching E v e n Ye ar s w i m m a d e m e
realize that I did that once. M y t e a m did that once. W e w e r e all
in the s a m e pits, feeling the s a m e pain, shouting the s a m e calls
until our voices g r e w hoarse. O d d Year is connected b y a strange
b o n d of painful experiences, m u d d y pants and intensity that
d o e s n ’t fade. W e are generation after generation o f m a r o o n and
gold, b o nd ing over sleepless nights spent painting banners and
eight-hour Saturday practices that take the entirety of y o u r will
p o w e r just to k e e p calling a n d pulling and encouraging o n e an
other. W e b o n d over singing o n the rope a n d doing p u sh ups until
w e collapse o n dirty water bottles a n d spray-painted buckets. W e
b o n d over thoughts of, “I c a n ’t d o this a n y m o r e ” but s o m e h o w
s m a s h i n g those limits a n d c o m i n g out stronger o n the other side.
B e i n g an O d d Year puller or moraler takes courage. It takes
strength, perseverance a n d a character that’s different f r o m a n y 
thing I h a v e ever experienced. It takes integrity and
selfless love to put yourself o n the line for y o u r t e a m m a t e s and
g o through hell for them. It takes heart, passion and a fierce
determination to succeed. 1-9 s h o w e d all of us alumni on
Saturday that they h a v e w h a t it takes to be O d d Year. T h e y have
all these qualities a n d e v e n more. A l t h o u g h they lost, they are
warriors a n d with the sting of watching E v e n Ye ar s w i m c o m e s
double the desire to win.
1-9, it w a s an ho n o r to w a t c h y o u o n Saturday. W e a r yo ur
m a r o o n a n d gold with pride: y o u are O d d Year through and
through. Ooh-rah!

Goodbye summer, hello fall

Humans of Hope
Each week, Anchor writer Gabrielle Werner interviews
a few people on c a m p u s you might want to meet.

This season’s top
fashion looks that no
one will want to miss
out on. Get them now!

Taylor Jones
StaffColumnist
@TeejmereSweatrs

Photo By Gabrielle Werner

“I was young, probably kindergarten. Naomi, she was in my kindergarten
class. I can’t remember a whole lot, but I can remember her brown hair and
whatever qualities I thought were great at the time as a four or five year old.
That was a long time ago. Post Naomi, there were other attractions and such;
not allbrown hair. But it’s interesting that my wife has straight brown hair,just
like Naomi.”

Photo By Gabrielle Werner

“I think itis completely relevant because itcompletely changed our society
and our culture and the way we approach so many things.
“W h y has itchanged us? Because we haven’t had a lot of tragedies like that.
W e are a very isolated country, and in terms of tragedies, we have been spared a
lot in comparison with other countries. But ifyou look at other western coun
tries,you know, 9/11 was a big one. Ithink that itcaused us to be less naive as a
country and more aware. People really pay attention for different reasons now.
W e saw ourselves as vulnerable and I think that is where the relationship to
Pearl Harbor is. Imean before Pearl Harbor, we thought ‘Oh that's allhappen
ing over there, that doesn’t really involve us.’After the events of 9/11, people
realized that we’re not isolated, we are part of this world. This is an issue; we
can'tescape it,and we arevulnerable. Since then, the way we approach allsorts
of things has changed, such as security issues. You watch a movie from the
1950s, and people just walked through the airport and got on a plane. W e just
didn t think about all the threats out there. I think itmade us more interested
in world issues because they became suddenly relevant for many people and
personal. W e have become much more aware of different religious groups and
things related to religion. Ithas opened our eyes up to so many other world is
sues. I think an awakening is a good way to look at the changes that happened
after 9/11."
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Put away your flipflops, tank tops,
Hawaiian shirts and shorts; as of this
past Wednesday it is officially fall! I
don’tknow about you, but I love fall.
What better place to be than the west
side of the state, more specifically
Hope College. I make an extra effort
to walk around campus to see all of
the beautiful trees. With beautiful
fall comes beautiful new clothes and
new trends. That’s right, you have
come to the right place to hear about
all of my favorite falltrends.
The number-one thing on my
list for fall is wool, floppy hats. You
may have seen them on countless
celebrities. They typically have a
smaller brim than a summer floppy
hat. Of course they look great in fall
colors such as chestnut, brown, black
and maroon. These colors are usually
neutral and can go with anything.
But the best thing to pair these
hats with is a sweater and a jacket. I
recommend a leather jacket because
it’s a nice mix of boho and edgy. Plus
,what better way to cover up a bad
hair day?
Last year, booties were in, but
here is the twist this season: Heeled
booties. A little height never hurt
anyone. The best part is they are
usually a thicker heel, which is easier
to walk in. This year I went out and
got a tan colored pair that lace up.

Personally I think the booties that you
can tie with shoe laces are convenient
because you can make them fit better.
However the zip-up heeled booties
are just as cute. They usually come in
leather and suede.
Boys don’t worry, I have a few fall
trend suggestions for you too. Starting
with flannel jackets. Yes of course,
flannels are always in for both girls
and guys, but a jacket is even better.
They have a fleece interior and come
in all kinds of colors. I have seen them
mostly at Macy’s and American Eagle.
The jackets are perfect for 45-to-60
degree weather, not to mention they
are casual yet fashion forward.
Last on the list is for fall trends are
something that both guys and girls
can sport-Timberland boots. They
are warm, waterproof and stylish. I
got a pair, and they are pretty much
my go-to pair of boots. They go with
just about everything: jeans, leggings
or whatever. The best part about them
is you can wear them into the winter
as well. These can be purchased at
Footlocker, Journey’s, department
stores, online etc.
Save some money and hit up the
mall because these trends are going to
make quite the statement this fall, and
you are going to want to be a part of
them.

Check out The Anchor’s Snapchat

Stay up to date on the news and view our production
night antics.
Add hopeanchornews today!
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Proper Phelps etiquette: A n insider is about to
school students on h o w to act in the dining hall
Dear Students who eat at the include: This, that, those and the
dining halls,
meat looking stuff. In this way,
I’d like to introduce myself. no employee will ever be able
I’m that guy who works at to misunderstand exactly what
Phelps. You know, the one you food itis that you want.
see every day, serving you food,
You’ve pointed at your food,
stacking up cups and refilling referred to it as, “that one over
water jugs.
there,”and the employee has put
I’m the guy who works hard it on your plate. But alas! That
to make sure that your dining darn student employee doesn’t
experience doesn’t have to be understand the struggle of being
difficult, but, you see, there are a student at all.
some things that I notice when
You need way more food than
I’m working— things that aren’t that to survive. Besides, not only
actually rules, but should be.
do you need more food, but you
To make everyone’s dining deserve more food because,
hall experience better, here are after all, you pay $40,000 a year
some tips on proper dining hall to attend school here.
etiquette.
What could a Hope student
The first step of this journey working in the dining hall
is how to properly order your possibly know about that? All
food.
you have to do is demand more
food! When the employee puts
How to order your food
When I was a child, I was that extra food on your plate,
taught to say please and thank- demand more again!
Doesn’t matter if you’re not
you when
somebody did
something for me. However, as I going to eat it all,you deserve it
grew up, I realized that this was all!
There are some critics that
the worst practice ever, and I’m
glad to see that so many students say that this demand for more
food is, “unfair to the people
here agree with me.
Whe n you want food, don’t behind you in line.” But you and
ask politely. Demand it! Once I both know the way the world
you get it, you don’t have to works...
Survival ofthe fittest!Coming
thank the employees; that’swhat
paychecks are for! Just grab the to dinner after you was foolish
food, complain about there not and a sign of weakness. You are
being enough of it and walk the alpha.
Well done, you’ve successfully
away unhappily. After all, you’re
gotten
a plate full of, “that one
just going to post about how bad
over there," and now you have to
itwas later.
That’s only half of proper get a drink.
ordering, though. H o w are you
How to get a drink
going to let the employees know
There’s only one problem
exactly what food you want?
facing you: more employees.
You already have the demand Specifically two guys who seem
tactic down, but what is that to always be stacking cups
strange food in front of you or emptying out your milk
called? If only there were giant machines.
screens that could tell you what
You want to get a cup, but,
food was being served. Like like always, the 1,000 other
if you could look up and get a people who've been here before
vision from God in plain text you have alltaken their own, and
that read what food was at every so the cups need to be refilled.
station. That couldn’t possibly
An employee will be doing
happen, right?
this, putting him directly in
Now, since you have no idea front of the stacks of cups.
what that strange food is called,
You are faced with two
there isonly one solution: A very options. Either A: you walk
progressive technique that we in to the other side of the dining
the business like to refer to as hall to get a cup from the other
“pointing.”
stacks, fillitup in machines that
Pointing is great because are 95 percent the same drinks
there isn’t anything immediately and then head to your seat, or
around the food that would B: slide in real close to the guy
obstruct their view ofyour hand. stacking cups, like, real close,
Oh, and make sure you use close enough to lick his ear.
words, so the employees can tell
While balancing your plate
exactly what you'fe referring to. in one hand, reach your other
Some ofmy personal favorites arm around his back, and grab

----------

Photo courtesy of Dine At Hope

YOUR THRONE YOUR MAJESTY -

Polished just to your liking, m y lord.

a cup from the stack. This is the
proper way to take your cup.
Again, some people seem to
disagree with this idea saying
that itmight be “awkward.” They
say that your finagling, bumping
and grinding up against someone
for a cup is “inappropriate.”
For some reason, they believe
that the employees would rather
have you grab a cup from the
stack of cup containers that
they’re using. Idon't think Ihave
to say anything about how dumb
this idea is,you all get it.
Well done. You’ve gotten your
food, feltup an employee, gotten
your cup, and you’re ready for
your milk.

you to move. When he does ask have vacuums on their backs
you to move, make sure you sigh and look like Ghostbusters.
heavily, and slowly meander out
Another employee iswalking
of the way.
around picking up stufffrom the
Then, make sure you don’t ground that is too large for the
break eye contact with the back vacuum to pick up and isplacing
of his head while he’s replacing it into a bowl. The best option
the milk, allthe while continuing here is to continue sitting until
your heavy sighs and talking somebody asks you to leave or
about how awful the workers the vacuums get too close to
here are. This will really inspire you.
him to work faster.
How to clean up
He finished, and you now
Once they ask you to leave,
have your cup of chocolate milk. take your plate of way too much
You now need to find yourself a food that you insisted on getting
seat.
and not eating up to the magic
How to find a seat
rotating wall, or leave it on the
Luckily your posse is with table; it’s not your problem.
you and you, have no problem Make sure you complain loudly
How to get your milk
finding yourself a long table in about how the dining hall needs
Egad! You pull up the lever, the bottom section that you can to stay open later, at least until
ready to receive your daily all sitaround.
8:30!
dose of chocolate milk, and
You notice your buddy sitting
Congratulations!
nothing comes out! You don’t down at the other end of the
You
have
successfully
understand. It must be broken!
table, and you want to get his completed a day in the dining
Again, you have two options. attention.
halls. Remember, when itcomes
A: you could go to any of the
What’s the best way to go to dining halls, you’re always
other two milk machines in the about this? If you said rolling right, and you always deserve
dining hall, one ofwhich islikely up six napkins and throwing more.
about five feetto the side and get them at his face, then you’re
Yours truly,
chocolate milk there, or option right. Other awesome throwing
A d a m Nottoli
B: wait there and complain options include grapes, carrots
Sports
Co-Editor
loudly to your friends that there and any small bits of meat. It’s
@adamnottoli
isn’t any chocolate milk. You okay; they pay people to clean
can’t possibly go on without up afterwards, right? You can
milk.
make as much of a mess as you
You turn around and notice possibly want.
an employee holding what
But wait, you look at the clock
looks to be a giant container and notice that its7:45.
of chocolate milk. Don't move.
Enjoy conversation
That makes him think you don't
The dining hall closed 45
actually want the milk, and he minutes ago, and you and your
will immediately turn around friends allare stillthere. Looking
and replace itin the cooler ifyou around you see that you’re the
don't stay immediately in front only ones still there other than
ofthe milk machine until he asks the employees, two of whom
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Our Mission: The Anchor strives to c o mm u n i ca t e c a m p u s events throughout
H o p e College a n d the Holland community. W e ho pe to amplify awareness and
promote dialogue through fair, objective journalism a n d a vibrant Voices section.

tacks or other editorial considerations. A representative s a m 
ple will be taken. N o a n o n y m o u s letters will be printed unless
discussed with Editor-in-Chief. Please limit letters to 5 0 0 words.
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D e Pree Gallery houses thought-provoking works
♦ GALLERY, fr o m p a g e 1
pel truth that we are not alone,
that in fact God is with us? This
exhibition presents an opportu
nity to engage the community in
theological reflection on ques
tions that have troubled human
ity since the writer of Ecclesias
tes lamented that 'everything is
meaningless,”'Fellinger said.
Referring to “Kissing To
tems,” Fellinger said, "There
seems to be a response to one
piece specifically. W e ’ve heard
from individuals who, upon
viewing this particular image,
are unsettled by the impression
of vulnerable women being sub
jugated or threatened in some
sinister way...
"Several people have shared
that they feel challenged by this
exhibition and have voiced their
discomfort with one or more of
the works. Itseems that the reac
tions are less about specific con
tent matter and more about the
exhibition’s underlying theme of
a world without hope."
Dean’s perspective
Dean Rankine is currently
standing in what he calls a “mid
dle-management" role because
he is both an administrator, as
dean, and isalso a part of the art
department, as the acting chair.
This is a unique position for him
to be in during this controversy
surrounding “Dusk to Dusk.”
The exhibit has been open
since Aug. 28. However, it has
taken about a month for strong
commentary against the exhibit
to arise. “I don’t know that I saw
this coming at all,"Rankine said.
“I saw it much more construc
tively, but I framed this as early
as Sept. 8." In a speech given at
the opening of the Kruizenga
Art Museum (KAM) on Sept.
8, he said, “Art is part of a com
munity conversation ... Ifyou’re
in a common space, you’re going
to bump shoulders with people
who look, think, feel, and reason
differently from you.”
Further discussing the late ar
rival of responses from the com
munity, he said, “The curator’s
talk itselfis late ... You’d expect
the curator’s talk at around the
opening. For whatever reason
... the curator couldn’t give his
talk until... Sept. 18 ... Itwas in
fact that day that I received the
first negative response to the
show and apparently others had
already been receiving feedback
on the show in that week leading
up to the [curator’s talk].”
“Dusk to Dusk” is not only
open to the Hope community,
but to anyone who wishes to
visit the exhibit. The diversity
of the community members and
their opinions has opened an
array of conversations around
“Dusk to Dusk.”
“You have people in your
community who are all the way
on the right, or the extreme
conservative, side of issues and
people who are on the other
side of issues ... Are members
of the community asking for the
exhibit’s removal? Sure. I mean
they would go into any museum
and ask for its removal. Are
members asking for parts to be

over the past few decades and up
to today.”
Members of the Hope com
munity have taken to the gal
lery door to show their support
of the exhibit. Sticky-notes are
scattered on the doors with
words of affirmation and praise.
These messages include, “The
female body is not offensive and
pornographic,” “This is real, this
is raw, this is life,” and “Are you
afraid ofthinking for yourself, or
that we will? Ifyou don’tlike art,
don’t look at it."
While these students may be
protesting censorship of the art
work, some are open to discus
sion.
“I would love to see honest,
open discussions about the show
with people both for and against
it, so that we can understand
why both sides feel the way they
P hoto by S a m C ole
do. Ithink that’s a crucial part of
DIVERSE W O R K S TAKE CENTER STAGE — 'Dusk to D u s k ’ features a variety of art piec critiquing art, especially a show
es, from paintings and photographs to videos a n d abstract sculptures.
like this that raises some contro
Overall, Rankine sees the comes understanding.”
removed? Sure. Our job was to
versial questions,” Grody said.
construct a conversation that response to "Dusk to Dusk" as
Kraus sees the discussion
Some anonymous users on
invited them to the conversa positive in terms of the conver surrounding the exhibit as an the popular app Yik Yak have
tion while at the same time let sations ithas started.
opportunity for learning and also voiced their opinions,
ting them know thatyou can't do
“It’s probably the richest re teaching. “The Hope community though not always on the side
that, right?
sponse we’ve had to any exhibit has the opportunity to seize this of approval. One person wrote,
“If I walk into that museum in the two years since I’ve been moment and engage in positive, "Art is subjective. That means
right now, and there’s a piece here,” Rankine said.
constructive dialogue concern some people will like it,and oth
that I don’t like and I take it Gallery director’s statement ing censorship and academic ers won’t.What’s so hard to un
down, that’svandalism ...IfIsay
Kraus has been working dili freedom ...
derstand here? People shouldn’t
I don’tlike it,and I'm part of the gently to ensure that “Dusk to
“In the words of one Hope be allowed to have negative
community, I have the right to Dusk” is not censored in any studio art major: ‘If anybody opinions?”
way.
say that,” Rankine said.
should have the ability to look
Before making assumptions
A warning sign that states
In response to the warning upon the darkness and still about nature of the exhibit, the
“Work in this exhibition may posted outside of the exhibit, see light, and joy, and hope, it entire community should collect
be unsuitable for younger audi
ences” has been posted outside
of the De Pree Gallery.
“I think the issue of putting
up a sign at that stage was hurt
ful in some ways. I think it was
something that the gallery direc
tor took as a kind of imposition,
and in some ways itwas because
people on one side within the
community said, 'Let’s at least
warn them even more firmly
than we already did that there
are works in the exhibit that
might not be appropriate for a
child,’and there are people in the
arts who completely understand
that...
“The problem is what hap
pens when the next exhibit
i w r t Bu.i.
comes? ... Where does this
culture of sensitivity end? ... It
speaks to a number of problems
we are having not just at Hope,
but nationwide in terms of how
by S a m C ole
we construct conversations."
F R E E D O M OF EXPRESSION — Outside of the D e Pree Gallery, people have? be'en Respond
Furthermore, “Dusk to Dusk"
ing to the recent warning statement posted at the entrance of ‘D u s k to D u s k ’ with th^ir opin
has provided the opportunity for
ions of the art on display.
academic departments to dis
cuss academic freedom.
Kraus said, “Ifa museum or gal should be Christians. The dark as much information as pos
“Those spaces [KAM and lery is censored, removed or as ness doesn’t threaten our re sible and unravel the details sur
De Free] straddle an academic signed a triggerwarning to every demption. W e should be able to rounding the curation of “Dusk
space as well as a community work of art that offended some acknowledge its existence and to Dusk: Unsettled, Unravelled,
space ... Those from outside one or some group, we would be not be afraid,”’Kraus said.
Unreal.”
of the environment might not left with vacant walls and empty
Student commentary
Students are encouraged to lis
understand that academic free thoughts.
Students have taken this op ten to “Captured Conversations,”
dom requires us to allow certain
"Artists have the right to self- portunity to voice their opinions which can be found at hope.edu/
conversations to take place. ... expression, and our commu on the topic of freedom of ex arts/dusk-to-dusk.html, and en
Within the academic environ nity of learners has the right to pression and censorship.
gage with “Dusk to Dusk” by going
ment, we have certain freedoms. see that expression— or simply
“I am all for the art in the De to visit the exhibit.
You can't impose on that free choose to avoid it. An environ Pree Gallery right now," art stu
dom. No one who understands ment of free inquiry is essential dent Samantha Grody (’16) said. “Dusk to Dusk” will be on display
academic freedom and what an to effective learning that is both “I think the exhibition does ex through Oct. 31. The De Pree Gal
intellectual community does has liberal and Christian. Only God actly what it is intended to do, lery is open Monday-Saturday from
asked for its removal,” Rankine possesses the undivided truth. including portraying the con 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday from 1
said.
Through diverse perspectives flictsand opinions of our culture p.m. to 5 p.m.

WORK IN THIS

exhibition MAY
BEUNSUITABLE
FORYOUNGER

AUDIENCES
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Saying goodbye to Hall of Famer
Clayton Sayfle
G uest W riter
@CS ayf23

The baseball community lost
a legendary Hall of Fame ball
player and stand-up individual
this past Tuesday, former New
York Yankees catcher, Yogi
Berra. Berra was born on May
12, 1925, a native of St. Louis,
Missouri. Berra was an all-time
great player who was selected to
play in 18 All Star games in his
ninteen year career.
One of the things that made
Berra so favorable with fans
was his unique playing style and
ability to hit pitches all over the
strike zone, making him dan
gerous at the plate. He also was
a great catcher with a cannon
for an arm. His physical tools
propelled him to be one of the
game’s most exciting players to
watch. It didn’t hurt that he got
a significant amount of exposure
playing on the Yankees, playing
in 14 World Series Titles and
winning 10. Much of the reason
why so many people take the
approach “you either love them
or hate them” with the Yankees
was because of their rich his
tory of championship baseball,
which Berra established during
his playing days. He set multiple
World Series records, including
most at-bats, with 259, and most
hits, with 71.

Berra wore the number eight
in pinstripes, which is now re
tired by the Yankees organiza
tion in honor of him.
He was an all-time great in
the batter’s box and behind the
plate. His statistics prove that.
Berra won three American
League M V P awards and batted
at a career average of .285 with
358 total home runs. His catch
ing style was exciting, throwing
out runners that attempted to
steal and blocking balls in the
dirt. Those who root for the Yan
kees will tell you that, above all,
Berra was a winner and a part of
a golden age in Yankee history.
Before his pro baseball days,
Berra served his country in the
U.S. Navy during World War II,
with his bravery respected and
revered by many. He also was an
M L B manager for a short time
after his playing days came to an
end. He managed the Yankees
for one year immediately follow
ing his retirement from playing.
He then managed the New York
Mets for four years. His last stop
as a manager was back with the
N e w York Yankees from 1984 to
1985.
Despite his managerial career
not being as illustrious as his
time playing, he was known as
a great assistant coach for many
years and a mainstay in the base
ball community. He picked up

Wed.
Vs. Albion at 7 p.m.

Sat.

Duncan MacLean
Sports Co-Editor

As the National Hockey
League
(NHL)
pre-season
comes to a close and the regu
lar season looms, one thing is
evident; this year’s Stanley Cup
is a toss-up. The pre-season is

a place to showcase the new
play makers acquired in the off
season alongside big name vet
erans. The games over this past
weekend proved that a wild sea
son will be in store for the NHL.
N e w players are already mak
ing names for themselves. Con
nor McDavid of the Edmonton
Oilers proved to be a solid in
vestment in their win against

P hoto courtesy of the N ational H ockey League

THE LEAGUE R E S U M E S — Preseason play continues for
only a little bit longer before the real g a m e s start b a c k up for
the regular season.

Oct. 3

Football
Vs. Albion at 5 p.m.

Men’ssoccer
Vs. Trine at 7 p.m.

Tues.
D A W RE N CE PETER BERRA
"YOGI"
N E W
YORK.. A. L. 19-46-1963
N E W
YORK.. N. L. 19 65
F L A Y E D O N M O R E P E N N A N T - W I N N E R S Cl-4}ANb
W O R L D C H A M P I O N S (lO) T H A N A N Y PLAYER IN
HISTORY. H A D 333 KC.ME. R U N S A N D LIFETIME
-2S5 B A T T I N G A V E R AOE-. SET M A N Y R E C O R D S
F O R CATCHERS. I N C LUDING
CONSECUTIVE
G A M E S W I T H O U T A N ER R O R . V O T E D A. L .MOST
V A L U A B L E PL AY E R 19 51 - 5^ -33 - M A N A G E D
Y A N K E E S TO P E N N A N T IN 1 9 & A
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P hoto courtesy of W ikimedia

TRIBUTE TO A LEGEND — Yogi Berra will forever be e n 
shrined by his plaque residing in the Baseball Hall of F a m e in
Cooperstown, N e w York.
three more World Series titles
along the way as a coach, adding
to his 10 existing titles.
Yogi Berra isn’t just loved by
baseball fans because of his play
on the diamond, but because of
his outgoing personality that,
without a doubt, put a smile on
many faces. He is famous for his
“Yogi-isms,”analogies with a hu
morous twist and a light-hearted
nature that make the words still
hold true. Fans have taken a lik
ing to these and they are the
inspiration for a lot of humour,

especially in ballparks. Some
notable “Yogi-isms" include:
“When you come to a fork in
the road, take it," “Nobody goes
there nowadays, it's too busy,”
“The future ain’t what it used to
be," and “Itwas impossible to get
a conversation going, everybody
was talking too much.”
As Berra himself said, “Itain’t
over till it's over.” In this case,
his life has come to a close, but
his legacy as a player, coach and
person will liveon for decades to
come.

Get hot about the coldest g a m e around with a preview of your favorite N H L teams
Michael Banzet

Sept. 30

Men’ssoccer

Looking at the ice: N H L preview
G uest W riter

T his W eek In Sports

the Minnesota Wild with two
assists. Tyler Ennis netted three
goals and one assist for a surg
ing Buffalo Sabres team in their
six to four win over the Ottawa
Senators.
It wasn’t just offenses that
showed up to play this weekend.
A notable change between the
pipes for the Dallas Stars proved
successful. Off-season pickup,
Antti Niemi, fended off last sea
son's Stanley Cup runners-up
Tampa Bay Lightning, holding
them to four goals while putting
up six themselves.
One team that stood out as a
whole was the Columbus Blue
Jackets, who stopped the peren
nialpowerhouse Pittsburgh Pen
guins cold four to two. The Blue
Jackets out shot the Penguins
fourteen to one and racked up
two goals in the opening period
of play. Goalie Sergei Bobvrosky
came up huge with an incredible
33 saves throughout the game.
This dominant performance was
a great sign for the Blue Jackets,
who have been steadily improv
ing over the past few seasons.
Look for them to be Cup con
tenders come June.
As usual, the Chicago Blackhawks are off to a good start.
The defending Stanley Cup
champions did not let their suc
cess last season effect their pre
season play. There isno winner’s
curse here. They never seemed
to lay off the gas in their three
to one victory over the St. Louis

Blues. With a deadly combina
tion ofscorers, the Hawks have a
bright future to look forward to.
Three different players scored
this weekend in Marian Hossa,
Duncan Kieth and Patrick Kane.
The N H L has taken some
heat over their decision to allow
Kane to play amidst the investi
gation of sexual assault accusa
tions against him. The facts of
the case are quite murky, but,
one thing isfor sure, Blackhawks
fans are thrilled.
Ifthe pre-season proved any
thing, it's that the Dallas Stars
are strong. While their record
does not reflect stellar play,
their game against the Lightning
showed the possibilities for this
team when their offense clicks.
Veteran additions including Pat
rick Sharp and goalie Niemi, as
well as young talent in Mattias
Janmark, point to a successful
season for the Stars. Look to
them to finish high in the cen
tral division.
With new teams rising from
the depths oflast season's stand
ings and no dominant teams
emerging in the pre-season, as
well as a host of stars spread
throughout the league, predict
ing a Stanley Cup champion
early on could prove to be quite
a difficult task for this season.
Gone are the days of Wayne
Gretsky and divisions dominat
ed by one or two stars. Upon us
are the times of heart pounding
periods and unbelievable plays.

Oct. 6

Volleyball
Vs. Olivet at 6:30 p.m.

In B rief

PROFESSIONAL ACCLAIM
Manager of the DeWitt Ten
nis Center, Jorge Capestany. was
awarded the 2015 Alex Gordon
Award for the Professional of
the Year by the United States
Professional Tennis Association
(USPTA). This award, given out
every year, is given to members
who have shown greatness in
seven specific areas over a ca
reer: as a teacher, a player and
coach; in education, in research
and publication; and in organi
zational affiliations and in con
tributions to the community.
Capestany has been involved in
tennis for many years, starting
during his schooling at Grand
Valley State University, where
his team won a conference
championship in 1981. Capes
tany has been a member of the
USPTA for 28 years and is one
of only 10 members to hold both
a Master Professional Distinc
tion with the USPTA and receive
the title of International Master
Professional with the Profes
sional Tennis Registry.

MIAA
PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Volleyball
Lauren Hazekamp (’16)
Setter

SOLID GOLF SHOW
The men’s golf team finds
themselves back amongst the
pack in the M I A A after a short
lived stint being one shot ahead
of Calvin College for the top.
Hope College took third in their
jamboree hosted by Calvin on
Monday, Sept. 28 finishing with
a total score of 309, five strokes
behind second place Trine Uni
versity and 13 shots behind first
place Calvin. Kade Hoeskama
(’18) and Ben Kramer (’19) led
the Flying Dutchmen’s finishers,
shooting a 76 to tie for eighth
place.
Behind them, Hope’s third
place finisher was Andrew
Goble (T9), who shot a 78 to
put himself in a tie for 14th
place overall. Behind him came
Winton Munch (17), shooting a
79 for the tie in 19th place and
Josh Gibson (19), who shot an
80 to take 23rd place. The men
will resume play on Oct. 3 in
the M I A A Jamboree hosted by
Adrian College.

W o m e n first, m e n second in first M I A A J a m b o r e e
Nicole Metzler

T

Co-Editor-in-Chief
@N icole_ja

Saturday’s M I A A Jamboree
ended in success for both the
Hope College men’s and w o m 
en's cross country teams. The
women were named the victors
of their race, while the men took
home second.
The Flying Dutch claimed 26
total points in their 6K race on
the course at West Ottawa Golf
Club, clocking in five of the top
ten times.
“As a team, we ran together as
a pack, pacing offofand pushing
each other. W e kept each other
controlled and in the lead," Erin
Herrmann (’17) said.
Herrmann recorded the fast
est time for the Dutch at21:48.9,
finishing second overall out of
the 122 runners. Her time was
just 5.8 seconds behind the lead
ing Calvin College runner Lau
ren Strohbehn. This, combined
with her first-place time at the
Vanderbilt Invitational on Sept.
5, makes for a great start to her
season.
Julia Stock (16) came in right
behind at 22:09.5 to take the
number three spot.
Sixth place was awarded to
Sarah Neumar (19) with a time
of 22:36.1. The freshman has
been making a name for herself
at the start of her collegiate ca
reer, taking the top Hope time
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ALL IN FOR THE WIN — H o p e w o m e n ’s cross country convenes for a cheer prior to their
victory at the first of t w o M I A A jamborees. This first m e e t counts for a third of the M I A A title.
in the Calvin Knight Invite and tillwe cross the finish line,” Her
second overall at the Vanderbilt rmann said.
Invitational.
The men’s team showed up
Emily Joosse (17) ran 22:49.8 to the Jamboree with a similar
for eighth and Avery Lowe fin mindset: to walk away victori
ished in 22:53.0 for ninth.
ous. They finished with a 57
Emily Hamilton (19) and Ra point total behind only Calvin.
chael Webb (18) both finished
“The team raced well and
in the top 20 at 11th and 16th it was exciting to see what has
respectively, but their scores come of everyone’s hard work so
weren’t counted towards the 26 far,”Julian Morrison (17) said.
point total.
Finishing first for Hope and
“From this past meet I am fifth overall was Ben Zank (16)
confident we can trust one an with a time of 25:48.1. The se
other to work off of each other's nior claimed first in the Vander
strengths, working together bilt Invitational earlier in the
from the time that gun goes off season.

W o m e n ’s soccer rolls
uni

Duncan MacLean
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ROAR — H o p e ’s Allle Wlttenbach lets out an angry scream.
Lindsay Rzepecki sailed a shot
high over the crossbar.
Elizabeth Perkins (17) netted
two of Hope’s three goals in the
20th and 52nd minute, bringing
her season total to four. Both
goals were assisted by Erin Brophy (18). This was Perkins’sec
ond multi-goal game thisseason.
Brophy’s assists put her at eight
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Two more runners made the
top ten - Joseph Beemer (16)
at 25:49.9 for seventh place and
Tyler Brinks (17) at 25:54.1 for
ninth.
Morrison clocked in a time of
26:23.9 for 17th overall. Round
ing out scoring for the Dutch
men was Leland Cook (17), who
took 19th at 26:28.1.
“This performance gave us a
good measure of where we are
at, both in ability and strategy,”
Morrison said. “I think it says a
lot about the hardworking char
acter of the team and we hope to
keep growing in this direction.”

Volleyball streaking

Sports co-editor
@ D uncmac4

The No. 20 Flying Dutch
came one step closer to a recordbreaking season this past Satur
day at home when they faced
off against St.Mary’s College.
Hope College won the game
three goals to one. Hope now
sits one win away from tying the
programs overall winning streak
record.
The Dutch defense was the
story of the game, allowing the
Belles just three shots on the
day, none of which were on tar
get.
Hope hit the ground run
ning, firing off three shots, two
on goal, which were saved by St.
Mary's Rachel McCarthy in the
first five minutes of play. The
Belles got their first offensive
chance in the 15th minute when

■

Those who earned qualifying
times will spend their fall breaks
at the Greater Louisville Invita
tional on Oct. 3.With the season
approaching the half-way mark,
both teams are looking to make
a run at nationals.
“Our main goal is to qualify
for nationals as a team. It’s al
ways exciting to have an individ
ual runner qualify, but it means
much more to have your team
mates running beside you,”Mdf1rison said. “With the dedfdation
that seems to be growing on the
team, I think that goal is defi
nitely within our reach.”
In many ways, cross country
can be thought ofas an individu
alsport, each person running for
their own time. Those on both
the men’s and women’s teams
don’t feel that way. There is a
camaraderie in these teams that
is hard to rival in other sports at
Hope.
“Racing with your teammates
by your side gives you that extra
boost of confidence and energy
when your legs and lungs are
starting to burn but you still
have a mile and a half to go,”
Herrmann said.
The friendships extend be
yond practices and races.
“With all the different per
sonalities on the team, whenev
er some of us get together, itis a
time oflaughter and new m e m o 
ries,” Morrison said.

total on the season and brought
her up to 12th place on Hope s
single season assist standings.
In the final drama of the
game, with two seconds left on
the clock, Sarah Fazio (17) sent a
volleyover the head of Rzepecki.
Itwas Fazio’s second goal of the
season. Perkins tacked on an as
sist to her stellar performance,
setting Fazio up for the spectac
ular buzzer beater volley.
The soccer team took on No.
23 Wheaton College Tuesday in
their first matchup with a na
tionally ranked opponent. Last
time the two teams met was in
the first-round of the national
tournament last season. Hope
took the game in double over
time 1-0. The Thunder are off to
a solid start this year and are no
stranger to tough competition,
coming offa loss to No. 7 Wash
ington University St. Louis.
The Dutch return to the pitch
on Saturday for The Rivalry
game at Calvin College’s Zuidema Field at 2:30 p.m.

~

Sports co-editor
©A damnottoli

Last season, the Hope College
volleyball team went on an excit
ing journey, culminating in their
eventual win in the NCAADivision III volleyball championship
title. This season, as they’ve re
turned to action they’ve shown
the same intensity and power
that they did, dominating com
petition this year. Currently on a
four game win series, the w o m 
en have been performing excel
lently these last few games.
On Sept. 22, Hope played
a tough match against Adrian
College that ended in a solid vic
tory, but, at the end of the four
set match, itwas not just Adrian
that had fallen, but also two dif
ferent Hope volleyball records.
The 70 kills surpassed the old
school record of 69 set in 2009
against Ohio Northern Uni
versity, and the 68 team assists
passed the old school record of

67, also set against Ohio North
ern six years ago.
Then, on Sept. 26, the now
ranked 14 Flying Dutch took
part in a home double header,
sweeping both Kalamazoo Col
lege and Heidelberg Univer
sity (Ohio). These two wins put
them on their four game win
streak and has extended their
record to 11-4 with a 6-1 record
in M I A A play. The win over Ka
lamazoo came in part due to the
24 assists of Lauren Hazekamp
(’16). Other key players in that
win were Haley Muller (T8) with
nine kills and Katie Rietberg
(T9) with eight kills. The offense
in the win over Heidelberg was
led by Rietberg with 12 kills and
Hazekamp with 32 assists and
18 digs.
The Dutch will be taking a
short hiatus now, hopefully not
putting a damper on their hot
streak. They will resume play on
Oct. 6 at home against M I A A
opponent Olivet College.
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R E C O R D SETTERS —

Haley Muller (’18) a n d Lauren
H a z e c a m p (’16) led the Dutch In kills a n d assists.

